Shreveport to Nashville and then curve upward again to
Detroit.
In conclusion, the cross section constructed with isotherms of potential temperature and isotherms of condensation temperature has the following advantages over
one drawn whch uses temperature and specific humidity:
first, it has thermodynamic significance because the nearness to saturation of any point can be determined; second,

it roughly shows the convective instability of the air as
wa,s pointed out on figure 3; third, the slope of many
isentropic surfaces is shown; and finally, because fronts
follow isentropic surfaces, the position and slope of the
fronts which c u t the cross section plane can be identified.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. H. R.
Byers for his able pidance and many helpful comments
during the preparation of this paper.
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A PRACTICAL METHOD FOR COMPUTING WINDS ALOFT FROM PRESSURE AND
TEMPERATURE FIELDS
By EDWARDM. VERNON and E.

v. A6HBURN

[Weather Bureau, Oakland, Calif., May 19381

The Weather Bureau's network of pilot-balloon observations supplies, as a rule, all the information on winds aloft
required for the operation of aircraft. However, it is not
an infrequent occurrence for current wind-aloft data to
be missing over a large area, due to the presence of low
cloud or other weather conditions which interfere with
pilot-balloon observations. It is during such weather

conditions, which either prevent or greatly limit pilotballoon observations, that the airplane pilot is most
dependent upon information concerning the winds in the
upper air. For this reason it has long been desirable to
hare a prac.tica1 method for determining the winds aloft
at various altitudes without having to rely entirely upon
pilot-balloon data.
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Meisinger developed a system for the preparation of
free a.ir pressure maps which he hoped would provide a
lmsis for the issuance of wind aloft forecasts. The
pressure maps were made possible by t’he reduction of
surface pressures to the 2 and 3 kilometer levels. However, his system, notwit’hstandingits appa.rentadvantages,
has received but little practical application.
Slia,w gives a formula for computing the variations of
wind with height, while Brunt gives equations resembling
t,hose given by Sha.w. It appea.rs that neither Shaw nor
Brunt regarded the principles 8s being ada,ptable to the
analysis of current upper wind situations. On this we
may quote Sha+ “The se,veral forms of the equation
cannot be applied generally to numerical evaluation of
special cases of the variation of wind with height in the
free air because the indiviclual values of the horizontal
gradients * * * and the lapse rates * * * of
temperature and pressure are not known * * *”; and
Brunt:3 “These results are not easy to apply to incliviclunl
ca.ses, * * *.” Today, in the United Sta.tes, with a
framework of aero-meteorograph and radio-meteorograph
soundings, supplemented by a large mass of fre,e air
tempe.rature data being taken a t frequent intervals by
commercial a.ircraft operators, it a.ppears that the time
has come when pract,ical use can be macle of niet,hotls
similar to those treated theoretically by Shaw and Brunt.4
Let us consider for the moment what niet,hods hhe meteorologist is likely to use today in determining what winds
aloft should preva,il in a.n area where pilot-balloon data
me missing. To begin with, he Will probably draw
streanilines on the upper a.ir charts, using the available
pilot-balloon data, and then attempt to extend them
t<hroughthe area devoid of data. If this area is small,
very good result.s ma.y be obtained. If it is large, accurate det’erminations are difficult, frequently impossible.
It is possible that this method was first used by Shnw I ,
and it has been used a t a number of Wea.ther Bureau
stations. Recent,ly t,lie advantages to be gained through
its application were demonstrated in a paper by Ha.ynes
who const,ructed geostrophic wind scales for drawing
streamlines.
If tjhe streamline me,thod fails to give the desired information, or if the data appear to be too meager for
ac.curate results with this method, the meteorologist ma.y
inea.sure the pressure gradient on the sea level chart (or
the 5,000-foot pla.ne chart in the Plrtt8eauRegion). From
it he may determine the geostrophic wind, which it is
assumed should be quit,e represe,ntntive of the wind from
one to three thousand feet above the base plane, and
reprewntative in less degree for higher levels. He ma,y
then go so far as to form some rough opinion as to the
a.mount by which the wind direction and speed should
change with altitude. This approximation he may base
simply on averages of the manner in which the wind
changes wit’h height, or he may go t80t8heext,ent. of considering qualitatively the effect of the horizontal distribution of temperatmureon the change of wind with height,.
Except for the work done by Haunvitz and Meisinger, it
seems that no attempt has been made to reduce to a
practical routine this last problem of evaluating the
1 MONTHLY
W E A T H E R REVIEW,Supplement No. 21, 1822; The Preparation and
Signiflmnce of Free Air Pressure Maps for the Eastern United States.
2 Manual of Meteorology vol. IV (1Y31) pp. 198-7.
8 Physical and Dynamidl Meteorology, pp. 2w?o1.
4 B. Haurwite of the Canadian Meteorological Service has taken the equations presented
by Brunt and worked out a method of applying them to actual casea.
6 Manual of Meteorology vol. IV (1931). pp. 212-3.
t-pper Wind Forecastidg; Monthly Weather Review, 66 :4-6, January 1938.
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effect of temperature distribution. This paper is, therefore, devoted to the problem of developing a practical
method for determining the winds aloft by both qualitative and quantitative consideration of the distnbution of
pressure and temperature. I n order to justify the method,
which in its final form will be simple and easily applied, it
is necessary first to present the fundamental theory underlying its development.
We begin with the supposition that the wind a t any
level in the upper air is directly related to the distribution
of pressure a t that level by the gradient wind equation.
Nest we accept the well-known equation expressing the
pressure-height-temperature
relation as being the fundamental concept necessary for the determination of pressures in the free air and therefore of pressure gradients
a t any upper level.
Writing the hypsometric equation we have:

- [g
P= Poe

l

]

in which: ho=altitjude of lower plane
h=altitude of upper plane
Po=pressure a t altitude ho
P=pressure a t altitude h
&=base of natural logarithms
R=chmacteristic gas constant for air
Tm=mean virtual temperature of the air between
h and ho
g=niean gravity between h and ho
The pressure, P, a t a fixed upper level, h, is thus a
function of the pressure Poa t a fked lower level ho directly
below the point where P is measured, and of the mean
virtual temperature, T,,of the air column vertically between the levels h and ho directly below the point where P
is measured. Hence we may write:

P=j(Po T m >

(2)
For each point represented by the coordinates x, y, in a
horizontal surface, there corresponds at, any given mstant
of time a definite set of values Poand T,,,; that is, a t each
instant, P is a scalar point function of the coordinates x, y.
The gradient of the function j(Po,T,)=P a t a point is
9

(4)

Here the gradients vP, vPO,.vT,, are vectors measured
positively in the direction of lncreasing values of P, Po,
nnd T,, respectively, oppositely to the direction customarily used in meteorology for the gradient. Equation (4)
holds equally well if meteorological gradients are used for
the mathematical graclien ts, since on multiplying both
sides of the equation by minus one, the appropriate meteorological gradients may be subst,ituted for -vP, -vP0,
and -vTm.
The fields of pressure, P and Po,can be represented by
isobars, while the field of mean temperature of the air
column, T,, can be represented by isotherms. If n, and
n, are unit vectors a t a point (z,y) in the fields of P and
Po measured normal to the isobars in the direction of
decreasing values of P and Po,respectively, and n3 is a
lait vector a t the point (x,y) in the field of T,,, measured
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normal to the isotherms in the direction of decreasing
values of T,, then

-vP=-nl
dnl
dPo
- v P ’--na
d,n2

in which P and T are the pre,ssure and temperature a t
the IeveI under consideration. Froin equation (1): P may
be expressed in terms of Po, whence (11) becomes,

,

-vT,= dTm
-n,
dnr I

and (10) becomes,

dP
-=v

dn

whence from (4) and (5)

dP
d j dPo
d j dT,
-nl=---n,+- bT,
dnl
bP, dn2
d n , n3
dP,
dT?n are
This is a vector equation in which -dP
1
-J
and __
dnl dna
dn,
scaIar values of the respective met,eorological gradients in
question.

2w sin 4

poe(*)
RT

(13)

Since Vz and V, are pressure gradients a t height h, the
right member of equation (13) with v equal to u2, v3,. respectively, may be substituted for V2 and V, in equations
(8) and (9). Making t,hese substitutions, transposing, and
simplifying, we obtain the following equat,ions for the
vector components of wind velocity corresponding to the
pressure gractient vect,ors V, and V3,respectively.

dP

The vector ;In,nl= Vl on the left side of equation (6) is

V.-z‘

dPo
RT
d.n2 Po2 w sin 4

equal to the vector sum of the two componeut vectors

Thus we see that the wind a t any upper level h, is
resolved into two orthogonal components v2 and v3. v2
depends largely upon the pressure gradient a t the lower
level h,. It litis been said of v2 that it is identical with the
geostrophic wind based on the pressure gradient a t ho.
a!
bf
values of bPo and bT, and substitute them in the expres- This is not strictly true because it depends also upon T,
the absolute temperature a t height h, which, of course,
does not coincide with temperature .To prevailing a t h,.
sions for V2and V,.
We have termed this component the “isobaric” component
Thus, the meteorological pressure gradient of P a t height because its value is determined from the isobars a t ho.
h is given by the vector sum,
Equations (14) and (15) also follow immediately from
equations (8) on page 200 of Brunt, Physical and Dynam( 7 ) ical Meteorology.
The component, v3 depends mainly upon the horizontal
gradient of mean virtual temperature, dT,,and is therefore
dn,
called the “thermal” component, after Gold.’
Thus far all equations have been written for C. G . S.
units. For practical purposes it 1s. convenient to write
equations (14) and (15) m mixed units:
The Component vectors, V , and V,, represent components of the pressure gradient a t the level, It, and are
dPo RT
.00000069756
29 -always directed toward lower values of Poand T,,,,.respec‘-dn2 Po3w sin rp
K
t,ively. They may be converted into geostropluc u!nd
components which will be directed normal to t,he gradients
2’
dT,
T g(h-ho).00000038754
___
(17)
K
of Po and T,, i. e., they will be directed cyclonically
3dn, Tm22w
sin +
about lower values of Po and T, respectively.
2T
The equation for t8hegeostrophic wind 1s written,
Here, R=2.87X10e, a=J 4, g, h, and h, have the
S6,164
dP-v2wp
-sin 4
dn
same significance as in equation (1) and are in C. G. S.
in which dPldn is the horizontal pressure gradient, v the units,c2while
and v3=velocity in miles per hour.
wind speed, w the a.ngular velocity of rotation of the
dP,=Isobnric interval a t ho, m units of 0.05 in
earth, rp the latitude, and p the density of the air.
mercury.
But b-y the gas equation,
dTm=Isot8herm(dT,) interval in units of 5 O F.
T=,4bsolute temperature a t height, h.
P
The vector sum is of course obtained by finding the resultant of the component vectors V, and V3 by the parallelogram method. From equation (1) we find the require,d

p=RT

7

S l i m . hIanual of Mcteorologp, POI.
IV (1931); p. 202.
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dnz and dn3=millimeters on map between isobars or
isotherms. (If the constant, K , is
omitted dnz and dn3 are in statute
miles.)
P,=Pressure a t h,, in hundredths inch mercury, writ te,n without decimal.
K = a constant equal to the number of miles
wpresented by 1 mm a t latitude 9 on
the particular ma.p projection used.*
S C A L E S FOR M E A S U R I N G I S O B A R I C A N D T H E R M I L
COMPONENTS

Wind scales for measuring the isobaric and thermal
compone,nts are const’ructed from equations (16) and (17).
They may be used on charts having isobars drawn for Po
and isotherms drawn for T,. Figure 1 shows a sc,aJe for
working from the 5,000-foot p h n e pressure chart to the
10,000-, the 14,000-, and the 20,000-foot levels. Figure 2
shows a scale for working from the sea level pressure map
to the 5,000-, t,he 10,000-, the 14,000-, and t,he 20,000foot leve,ls. i n the preparat,ion of the scales, g was set
conshnt a,t the value obtaining between h and ho a t latitude 40’ N. wit,h only negligible error resulting. The
values used for T , T,, and Powere taken from the st,anda.rd atmosphere a.nd used as constants, for each scale
depending only on the appropriate value of h and h,.
Some small errors result from the use of constant va.lues
for these elements, whenever T , T,, and Po depart from
the standard atmosphere values. However, by using the
particular values of T , T,, and Po pertinent to the value
of h and ho, tjhe ma.gnitude of these errors is kept a t a
minimum. They a.re consequently quite sniall and
usually negligible. The corrections are calculated as
follows:
Corrections f o r tem.perature.-Assume that the actual
t,eniperature, T‘, obtaining a t he.ight h will depart from
the standard atmosphere value of T, used in constructing
the scale, in the sa.me amount as the actual value of mean
te,mperature, TIm,depa.rts from the shndard atmosphere
value of T , used in the construction of the scale. Let
t8he demrture from the sta.nda.rd atmosdiere value of
T , be LT,. The.n,
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Correction f o r pressure.-The only pressure used in
constructing the scales was Po,which is subject to direct
observation and for which no substitution is therefore
necessary. Let the actual pressure, PIo, depart by the
amount, APo, from the standard atmosphere value of Po
used in constructing the scale. Then,

P’o=Po f A Po

It follows from equations (16) and (17) that the percentage of error caused by the departure of pressure from
the standnrd atmosphere value is given by:
(a) For the isobaric component,

(2)

Percentage of error= - 100 -

Corrections for AP,, have been calculated and entered
on the scale for the isobaric component, with explicit
directions for their application. It will be observed that
they are small and usually negligible. There is no correction for APo on the scale for the thernial component.
DESCRIPTION A N D USE O F THE WIND SC.4LES

The scales are constructed by plotting curves for latitudes 30°, 40°, and 50°, based on coordinates of wind
velocity in miles per hour and distances, dn2 and dn3,
between successive isobars, or isotherms, in millimeters, as
computed by equations (16) and (17).
Scalefor thermal component.-The upper half of figure 1is
a scale for measuring the velocity of the thermal component when the 5,000-foot plane is used as a base, while
the upper half of figure 2 is the thermal component scale for
use with the sea-level chart as a base. The distances
between successive 5’ F. isotherms of T, are laid off
vertically as ordinates, positively upward from the
r-axis which is marked “zero line’’ on the figure. From
the synoptic chart, the distance between isotherms may
be measured with a ruler, or simply marked off on the edge
of a strip of paper; then, on figure 1, the point which lies a t
that distance from the zero line, and on the appropriate
latitude curve, is readily located, and vertically above it on
the appropriate velocity scale the velocity of the thermal
T’ =T+AT,
component
is read off. A small correction for departure
T’,=T,+AT,
of T, from the standard value may be applied by referring
to the corrections noted on the diagram. This velocity
It, follows from equations (16) and (17) t,hat the per- component should be entered on the chart asavector drawn
centages of e.rror caused by t’he departure of the act,ual to any convenient scale, and placed on the synoptic chart
temperabure from the standard at,mosphere value are a t the point under consideration.
given by:
The vector for the thermal component, thus deter(a) For the isobaric component,
mined, must always be parallel to the isotherm passing
through the point under consideration, and must be
Percentage of error=- Avz = IOO(
directed
cyclonically about lower values of T,, i. e., must
Vz
be drawn so that lower temperatures are to the left of an
The corre,ction is therefore added for positive values of observer with back to the wind.
AT,,,,i. e., whe,n T ‘ , exceeds T,.
It is important to understand that if the velocity of the
(6) For t>hethermal component,
thermal component for the 10,000-foot plane is desired,
the isotherms used with the scale must represent the
Av3
T+ATm
horizontal distribution of mean temperature applying
Percenta.ge of error=-=
-100 v3
(Tm+ATJz+T,2 T between the base plane and the 10,000-foot plane. LikeThe percent of error can now be calculated, since T wise, if the velocity of the thermal component on the
and T,,, are the standard ahmosphere values used in con- 14,000-foot plane is desired, the isotherms must be drawn
structing the scales, while AT,,, can be taken from the for mean temperatures applying between the base plane
chart. Appropriate corrections for AT, have been cal- and the 14,000-foot plane, etc.
Scale for isobaric component.-Scales for determining
culated a.nd entered on the scales. It will be noted that
they are quite small and that they will usually be neg- the velocity of the isobaric component are shown in the
lower half of figures 1 and 2, the former for use with the
ligible.
base chart at 5,000 feet and latter with the base chart at
8 ‘A-. R . Oregz and I R Tsnnrhill, International Standard Projections for Meteorosea level. The isobaric interval is 0.05 inch of mercurv
I oglcal Charts, XIONTRLT WEATEER REVIEW,85: 411-415, Dccemher l(r37.
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on the 5,000-foot chart and 0.10 inch on the sea-level
chart. The distances between successive isobars are
measured positively downward from the z-axis, marked
“zero line” on the sale. If necessary, the corrections
for Po and T, noted on the scale are applied.
A vector for the isobaric component, drawn to the same
scale as that used in drawing the thermal Component,
should be drawn on the chart with the tail of the isobaric
vector starting a t the head of the thermnl vector. The
isobaric vector must always be parallel to the isobar passing through the point under consideration, and must be
directed cyclonically about lower values of Po.
After the two vectors have been drawn as described, a
resultant vector drawn from the tail of the thermal vector
to the head of the isobaric vector will give the direction
and speed of the wind a t the point and altitude under
consideration.
The wind scales reproduced in figures 1 and 2 are for
use on a conformal conic map projection of the scale
1: 5,000,000 a t latitudes 30’ and 60”. For use on other
conformal conic projections having the same standard
parallels, the scales should be reduced photographically so
that the mark, “S”, appearing a t the right edge of each
scale is the following distances from the “zero line”:
Scale of map
projection

single plane flying a t a more or less fixed altitude over a
rather long route. For instance, in this example, we
already had absolute values of temperature of 25’ over
Oakland and 29’ over Salt Lake City, determined by the
airplane meteorogra.ph observations. Analysis of air
line temperatures, synchronizing roug!dy with the airplane observations and avaihble for this analysis, showed
that it was 4’ colder over Elko than over Salt Lake City
while over Medford the temperature was about 6’ lower
than that over Oakland.

Distance “6”
should be

from the“mro
line”

mm

100
66.7
1 :S,300,000
1: 15,000,000

00.2
50
33.3

EXAMPLE

For the purpose of giving a practical example of the
working of this method, the situation prevailing a t 7:30
a. m. May 2, 1938, has been selected. A disturbance was
centered in western Utah. Extensive low clouds and
precipitation interfered with pilot balloon observations to
the extent that no upper wind data were available for the
14,000-foot level from any station to the west or southwest
of Rock Springs, Wyoming, and Boise, Idaho. The entire
Oakland airway district, extending from Oakland to
Medford, Salt Lake City, and Burbank, was without upper
wind data for the 14,000-foot level.
The wind for the 14,000-foot plane was calculated for a
few points by means of the method just described. Figure
3 shows the chart used for this purpose. The isobars for
the 5,000-foot plane are in solid black lines, drawn for
intervals of 0.05 inch. Isotherms for teniperatures prevailing on the 10,000-foot plane are in broken black lines,
drawn for every 5’ F. They are assumed to represent
approximately the horizontal distribution of mean Tirtual
temperature prevailing between the 5,000- and the
14,000-foot levels. It is far more important to have a
correct representation of the horizontal distribut>ionof T,
than to have the exact value of T,na t any one point, since
the absolute value of T,n has only a minor effect on the
magnitude of the thermal component. The 4 a. m. airplane observations furnished the data for approximate
spacing of the isotherms, but it was necessary to resort tjo
temperatures reported by air line pilots in order to obtain
the proper spacing of the isotherms between Salt Lake
City and Oakland and between Oakland and Portland.
In using air line temperature reports it is not generally
advisable to use the actual values of temperature reported,
but rather to use the horizontal gradient as shown by a

FIGURE
3.

When the pressure and temperature fields had been
satisfactorily represented, the isobaric and thermal components for each of several points were scaled off. (The
particular wind scales reproduced in figures 1 and 2 cannot be used on figure 3, because the scales are for a 1:5,000,000 map projection while figure 3 is a different projection.) The vector representing the thernial component
for each point was entered first, as an arrow with dotted
shaft, always directed parallel to the isotherm passing
through the point in question, with lower temperatures
t80t’he left of an observer standing with back to the wind.
The vector representing the isobaric component, an
arrow with broken shaft, was nest entered for each point.
It was in each instance placed with its tail beginning a t
the head of the t,hermal vector, and was directed parallel
to the isobar passing through the point under consideration, with lower pressure on the left of an observer standing with back to the wind.
With the thermal and isobaric components thus represented, the resultant vector for each point was drawn
from the tail of the thermal vector to the head of the isobaric vector. Drawn in this way the resultant vector
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gives the direction and speed of the wind a t the point and
altitude under consideration. I n figure 3 the velocity
represented by the resultant vector has been entered near
the head of t.hat vector.
I n comparing the computed winds with the winds shown
by the next scheduled pilot balloon observations it is
interesting to note that the computed wind for Redcling
was north northwest 49 ni. p. h. while t'he observed wind
was north northwest 46 m. p. h. The computed winds
for Winslow and Rock Springs were the same as the
observed winds a t those points at 11 a. m., E. S. T.nnd
5 a. m., E. S. T.,respectively. The de,gree of accuracy
indicated by the latter comparison is of course exceptional,
a.nd no such accuracy is claimed, nor could it be expected.
If the time spread is considered, Rock Springs observation
5 a. m., Winslow observation 11 a. m., and computed
winds for 7:30 a. m.-it becomes quite apparent that the
t.rue and computed winds were in all probability not
identical. Nevertheless the figures on these thre.e stations
do indicate excellent agreement between the observed
and the computed winds.
It is not possible to make a close check on the compubed
winds from Salt Lake City to California, due to the fact
that no pilot balloon data were available in either t'he
5 a. m. or 11 a. m. collections. However, a rough check is
possible from the trip log of a United Air Lines plane which
flew from Salt Lake City to Oakland between 9 a. m. and
2 p. m., E. S. T. I n the vicinity of Wendover, where t,he
course lies almost due west, the log indicates a correction
for a moderate quarter-headwind from the left. I n that
section of the route lying between Buffalo Valley and
Reno the course lies roughly west-southwest. The log
indicates a correction for a moderate quarter-headwind
from the right near Buffalo Valley, and a moderate cross
wind from the right near Reno. I n view of the fact that
the flight was made mostly on instruments, with light to
mode,rate static reported, it does not seem probable that
an exact, course on the radio directional beam could have
been maintained. Since the departure of only a sma.11
amount from the exact course would affeck the wind
computed from the ground speed and compass headings,
a minute comparison between the winds so computed
and those computed from the t,emperature and pressure
fields would appear to be superfluous. However, the
direction and approximate amount of the correction
found necessary to navigate the course show satisfactory
agreement with the winds computed from the pressure a.nd
temperature fields.
Before passing figure 3 it is interesting to observe that
the wind a t an level between the 5,000-foot pla.ne and the
14,000-foot p ane should be represented by a ve.ctor
drawn from some point on the shaft of the thermal vector
to the point of intersection of the isobaric and resultant
vectors.
Similar methods can be used with the sea level pressure
map in flat country, provided isotherms are superimposed
on the pressure chart, representing the field of mean
temperature applying between the surface and the altitude for which winds are to be computed. The scale
reproduced in figure 2 has been prepmed for use in conjunction with the sea level chart.
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It will be interesting to some to know that the scales
for the isobaric component may be used as geostrophic
wind sca.les for the surface or sea level chart, and that if
the corrections indicated for APo and AT,,, are applied,
t'he sc&s so used will be highly accurate. I n using the
isobaric scale for this purpose, T , should be taken as the
surface temperature a t the point where the wind is to be
mea.siired.
Theoretically, the wind scales should enable us to
compute the winds aloft with a close degree of precision.
I n fact, from purely static considerations, the computa.tions should be nearly exact. Difficulties will be encountered, however, and it is fitting t'hat a few of them should
be mentioned here.
Representation of the temperature field is likely to be
the most common and most bothersome source of trouble.
As indic.ated earlier, it is hoped that a t centrally located
airway meteorological offices there will be on hand sufficient
temperature data to enable the meteorologist to obtain
a creditable and satisfactory picture of t,he distribution
of temperature a t least once and possibly several times each
c1n.y. Experience in drawing isotherms of T, will gradually lead to greater accuracy than one can hope to
atbnin a t the first attempt. For example, it will be
obse,rved that in frontal zones the isotherms should be
relatively crowded; that strong winds reported, although
by only a.n isolated pilot balloon observation, usually indicate a relative crowding of the isotherms in that vicinity
unless the amount of wind can be accounted for by the
esist,ing surface pressure gradient. This latter point
holds so well that it is possible to determine the free air
horizontal temperature gradient provided the surface
pressure gradient and the free sir winds are known.
If the temperature field is proper1 represent,ed, the
greatest source of error will have been elminated. Smaller
errors are always possible as a result of the fact that both
the cyclostrophic and the isallobaric components of the
wind flow have been omitted. We have assumed balanced, straight-line flow of the air. It is believed that
the resulting errors will be very small and as a rule negligible, inasmuch as these components in the free air are
small as compared to the speed of modern aircmft. Furthermore, the two components tend to act in the opposite
directions and therefore to cancel one mother: an isalloba.ric component to the left necessarily being associated
with and bringing about a cyclostrophic component to
the right, while an isallobaric component to the right
should be associated with a cyclostrophic component to
the left.
The influences of turbulence, frict'ion, convection, and
terrain (all closely related) have not been taken into
account but should not prove too troublesome because the
method here presented is designed to be used mainly for
computing winds a t altitudes where these are minor
factors.
Finally, it should be emphasized that the method here
suggested is not one for forecasting upper winds, but
rat'her one for det,ermining what upper winds should prevail a t a given moment, pa.st or present.
I n closing, the authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of L. P. Harrison, a t the Central Officeof the Weather
Bureau, in constructing a proof for equation (7).
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